N-Variant Systems provide a general mechanism for detecting and preventing classes of attacks on vulnerable software.

N-Variant Systems use artificial diversity techniques to provide provable resilience against classes of attacks \textit{without needing secrets}.

The variant processes all implement the same service but are constructed so as to provably detect attacks. The system runs the variants in parallel, giving each variant identical inputs and monitoring that they behave similarly before allowing external effects.

Attackers must now compromise all variants \textit{simultaneously} to carry out a successful attack. Our goal is to set up variants such that a given class of attacks is \textit{provably impossible} since any input that can compromise one variant will produce a detectable alarm in another variant.

### New approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No secrets required: protection provided</th>
<th>Allows low-entropy diversity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>even if attacker knows all details about the system and variants.</td>
<td>techniques and higher-level variations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structured diversity: variants constructed to vary some property on which attacks rely.</td>
<td>Enables formal proofs of resilience against attack classes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Example Variations

**Address Partitioning**: variants have disjoint address spaces so that addresses that are valid in one variant are guaranteed to be invalid in others

\textit{Thwarts attacks that rely on absolute addresses}

**Instruction Tagging**: variants have disjoint instruction sets so instructions for one variant are invalid in others

\textit{Thwarts code-injection attacks}

**Data Diversity—UID Variation**: user ids are unchanged for one variant, whereas for the other they are obtained by \texttt{id' = uid \oplus 0x7FFFFFFF}. In general, data diversification requires semantic changes to application code.

\textit{Thwarts data corruption attacks, e.g. UID}
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